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Historical hydrographic vector features, Traun river - Upper Austria, 1819-1869, Nov. 2022

This metadata refers to the vector dataset digitised from the historical military topographical map series: "Lower and Upper Austria – Second military survey of the Habsburg Empire" 
covering a period from 1819-1869. The focus has been on the Danube river basin area where this metadata covers the first of three pilot areas.

This pilot-1 area (Traun river – Upper Austria) covers appoximately 5,000 km2 distributed in 10 scanned historical map tiles in scale 1:28,800 provided by Arcanum Maps services:

(  ). Hydrographic features were identified in the historical maps supported by the legend information ( https://maps.arcanum.com/en/ https://www.arcanum.com/media/uploads/mapire/legend
 ). The feature classes and attributes specified were used as basis in the digitisation process. The characteristics of the pilot-1 is Mountainous area and low land area. /secondsurvey1.pdf

The Copernicus Land product Riparian Zones (RZ) layer for the reference year 2018 was used as a mask when digitising, representing 1,414km2 of the total area.

The objective with this dataset is to support the process of restoring Europe's free flowing rivers as part of the EU's biodiversity strategy for 2030 ( https://environment.ec.europa.eu/strategy
 ). The strategy aims to put Europe's biodiversity on a path to recovery by 2030, and contains specific actions and commitments. Among them, the restoration /biodiversity-strategy-2030_en

of 25,000 km of rivers through removals of dams, channels, barriers, etc. is highlighted. The dataset clearly visualise the hydrographic features complemented in the military maps in the 
past. Visualised with contemporary data it provides an overview of the changes made. The high complexity of the branched rivers is very interesting since they correspond to rivers in its 
natural state.

This pilot may help to better understand the possibilities of developing quantitative measurements that allow for better "identification" of areas suitable for restoration.
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Some of the key-findings in the process digitising historical topographical maps are hugh reduction of water surface areas and river 
length when comparing the digitised areas with contemporary data. The length of the Danube river covered by the extent of pilot-1 (5 
000 km2) has decreased with more than 10%.
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See the referenced specification

Georeference process:

10 maps covering the selected study area (Pilot 1) were georeferenced in ArcGIS Pro software, using for each map, well distributed 12 
Ground Control Points (GPCs). The maps available by the Arcanum (  ) WMTS server https://maps.arcanum.com/en/browse/composite/
were used as a reference in the georeferentiation process. A 2nd order polynomial transformation was applied obtaining a Root Mean 
Square (RMS) error below 1 pixel for all maps.
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Twelve feature classes were defined: six polygon feature classes, three line feature classes and three point feature classes. (A: 
polygon feature; L: line feature; P; point feature)

Polygon feature description:

River_A: Streams and riverbanks or water edges.

Channel_A: Man-made water channels.

Island_A: Land area surrounded by water. It can be a lake or river island.

Waterbody_A: Gathers different inland water bodies:

- Natural lake: lakes, ponds, swamps, lagoons.

- Artificial: reservoir (dam).

- Oxbow lake: lake – former part of river course – created by erosion.

- Watermill pond: water body used as a reservoir for a water-powered mill.

Wetland_A: Peatbogs, cane growing areas, soft lands…

FloodPlain_A: An area of low-lying ground adjacent to a river, formed mainly of river sediments, small streams and subject to flooding.

Line feature classes

River_L: A naturally flowing watercourse. Represented by centre line of all streams and rivers.

Coastline_L: A coast line.

Channel_L: Man-made water channels. Represented by centre.

Point feature classes:

Bridges_p: Different type of bridges that can be observed over the maps.

Elevation_p: Elevation data observed over the rivers.

Watermill_p: Watermill points, associated with watermill ponds.

Basic specification:

A geodatabase was created containing all the features defined. Domains were created when needed, in order to facilitate the 
digitisation process and avoid typo errors, e.g., different waterbody types (natural lake, artificial, oxbow lake and watermill pond).

- The digitisation scale was set on 1:5,000 – 1:10,000 in order to reach the MMU established.

- The projected WGS 1984 Web Mercator (auxiliary sphere) coordinate system was established, the same as the maps available 
through the Arcanum WMTS server.

River polygons can contain gaps:

River polygons could contain gaps, and these gaps corresponded to islands. In the case of branched rivers, all the connected 
branched rivers wider than 20m (established as a MMU) were considered

River unique centre lines

Each river wider than 20m, was represented as polygon and also as line feature class. This line feature class represented the river 
centre line

Stream lines that flows to a main river

Side river- or stream llines continue flowing into main rivers. The stream line was connected to the centre line of the main stream 
following the shortest way, the flow direction, and without overlapping the islands.EUDEM was used to ensure the correct flow direction.

Branched rivers

The high complexity of the branched rivers is very interesting since they are river in its natural state. All the connected branched 
streams or rivers wider than 20m were considered and drawn as a polygons. Those narrower than 20m, were considered case by case.

River centre lines through lakes
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In cases where a stream flows into a lake, a centre line was digitised in order to maintain a continuity and to ensure a complete river 
network.

Floodplains

This feature class gathers an area of low-lying ground adjacent to a river, formed mainly of river sediments, small streams and subject 
to flooding. In order to define these areas, the process was based on the information provided by the maps (both text and graphic 
information), and an available EUDEM (GSD: 25m) was used as auxiliary information in order to verify the coherence of the digitised 
area.

Complexity of maps

The complexity of maps is very variable because 1) the complexity of the river itself vary a lot, e.g., single versus branched river, and 
2) is not the same to digitise over mountainous areas composed mainly of big lakes and streams or to digitise over valley bottom 
areas, were floodplains, river lines, channels, and branched rivers can be found

Quality of maps

It was observed that the quality of the maps varied, 1) between consecutive maps, and 2) inside a map. Rivers that could not be 
digitised with the needed certainty were defined as diffuse in the “Accuracy” field of the attribute table

Accuracy of the maps

In general terms the accuracy of the maps in the Second Survey is good in most parts of the Empire. The maximum error is cca. 200 
meters (Timár, Gábor & Biszak, Sándor & Székely, Balázs & Molnár, Gábor. (2011). Digitised Maps of the Habsburg Military Surveys – 
Overview of the Project of ARCANUM Ltd. (Hungary). DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-12733-5_14). Lack of continuity between consecutive 
maps can occur.

High level of detail of the historical maps

Due to the high level of details in the historical maps, it was possible to identify place and location names of many features (e.g., rivers, 
lakes, streams). The names have been included in the geodatabase. Besides, in cases were the name was not clear enough, available 
basemaps have also been searched in order to get or verify names.

Further documentation of the definition of the feature classification and the digitisation process can be accessed under 'Links'.
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